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1.  Copyright Notice
© Copyright 2022 Esko Software BV, Gent, Belgium

All rights reserved. This material, information and instructions for use contained herein are the
property of Esko Software BV. The material, information and instructions are provided on an AS IS
basis without warranty of any kind. There are no warranties granted or extended by this document.
Furthermore Esko Software BV does not warrant, guarantee or make any representations regarding
the use, or the results of the use of the software or the information contained herein. Esko Software
BV shall not be liable for any direct, indirect, consequential or incidental damages arising out of the use
or inability to use the software or the information contained herein.

The information contained herein is subject to change without notice. Revisions may be issued from
time to time to advise of such changes and/or additions.

No part of this document may be reproduced, stored in a data base or retrieval system, or published, in
any form or in any way, electronically, mechanically, by print, photoprint, microfilm or any other means
without prior written permission from Esko Software BV.

This document supersedes all previous dated versions.

PANTONE
®

 Colors displayed in the software application or in the user documentation may not match
PANTONE-identified standards. Consult current PANTONE Color Publications for accurate color.
PANTONE

®
 and other Pantone trademarks are the property of Pantone LLC. © Pantone LLC, 2015

Pantone is the copyright owner of color data and/or software which are licensed to Esko to distribute
for use only in combination with Studio Visualizer. PANTONE Color Data and/or Software shall not be
copied onto another disk or into memory unless as part of the execution of Studio Visualizer.

This software is based in part on the work of the Independent JPEG Group.

Portions of this software are copyright © 1996-2002 The FreeType Project (www.freetype.org). All
rights reserved.

Portions of this software are copyright 2006 Feeling Software, copyright 2005-2006 Autodesk Media
Entertainment.

Portions of this software are copyright ©1998-2003 Daniel Veillard. All rights reserved.

Portions of this software are copyright ©1999-2006 The Botan Project. All rights reserved.

Part of the software embedded in this product is gSOAP software. Portions created by gSOAP are
Copyright ©2001-2004 Robert A. van Engelen, Genivia inc. All rights reserved.

Portions of this software are copyright ©1998-2008 The OpenSSL Project and ©1995-1998 Eric Young
(eay@cryptsoft.com). All rights reserved.

This product includes software developed by the Apache Software Foundation (http://
www.apache.org/).

Adobe, the Adobe logo, Acrobat, the Acrobat logo, Adobe Creative Suite, Illustrator, InDesign, PDF,
Photoshop, PostScript, XMP and the Powered by XMP logo are either registered trademarks or
trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated in the United States and/or other countries.

Microsoft and the Microsoft logo are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United
States and other countries.

SolidWorks is a registered trademark of SolidWorks Corporation.

Portions of this software are owned by Spatial Corp. 1986 2003. All Rights Reserved.
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JDF and the JDF logo are trademarks of the CIP4 Organisation. Copyright 2001 The International
Cooperation for the Integration of Processes in Prepress, Press and Postpress (CIP4). All rights
reserved.

The Esko software contains the RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm.

Java and all Java-based trademarks and logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of Sun
Microsystems in the U.S. and other countries.

Part of this software uses technology by Best Color Technology (EFI). EFI and Bestcolor are registered
trademarks of Electronics For Imaging GmbH in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Oce.

Contains PowerNest library Copyrighted and Licensed by Alma, 2005 – 2007.

Part of this software uses technology by GlobalVision. ArtProof and ScanProof are registered
trademarks of GlobalVision Inc.

Part of this software uses technology by Qoppa Software. Copyright © 2002-Present. All Rights
Reserved.

All other product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners.

Correspondence regarding this publication should be forwarded to:

Esko Software BV

Raymonde de Larochelaan 13

B – 9051 Gent

info.eur@esko.com
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2.  Starting Your Cape Pack Trial
1. Use your Web browser to go to the address provided by Esko.

 

 
2. In the Esko Cloud Account Number field, select Create New Esko Cloud Account Number from the

list of choices.
3. Enter a sensible name in the Esko Cloud Account Name field and click Next.
4. The system will take a few minutes to create your account and set it up. It will then display a

message that Cape Pack was completed successfully.
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You will also receive an email message saying that you have successfully created a Cape Pack
WorkSpace.

5. Click Go to Cape Pack to access the site.

Configuring Default User Settings

The first time you access the site, it will prompt you to set default user settings.

1. Set the Default Application Language.
2. Set the Default Units of Measure.
3. Click Continue.
4. The system will complete the setup of user settings and then show the main screen.

By default, you are the administrator user. Before you add more users, it is recommended that you
create groups, locations, and regions so that you can assign users to them upon creation.

Configuring Your Network

Once you have created your site, you should create additional users, groups, locations, and regions.
Because users are assigned to groups, locations, and regions, you should define those before creating
users.

Click My Network in the command menu to configure users, groups, locations, and regions.
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Configuring Regions

Regions let you assign trucks and pallets to geographic regions where they are used. To create a
region:

1. Click My Network > Regions.
 

 
2. Click Add Region.
3. Enter a name and description for the new region.
4. In the Locations field, you can either choose the existing default Location1 or create a new location.

For this example, select Location1.
 

 
5. Click Create. Cape Pack creates the region and adds it to the list of regions.

To modify a region’s settings, click it in the list. Hover over Region Name, Description, and Manager to
show their edit boxes and then click inside an edit box to change it. Click the checkmark to save the
change or the X to discard it.

Click Add Location to add a location to the region. You can either add a pre-existing location by
clicking it in the list or create a new location.
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To remove a location from the region, select its checkbox and then click Remove from Region. Cape
Pack will prompt you to confirm the deletion.

Configuring Locations

Locations let you group users together.

1. Click My Network > Locations. By default, when you created your site, Cape Pack created one
location with the name Location1.

2. Click Add Location and enter a name and description for the new location.
 

 
3. Click Create. Cape Pack creates the location and adds it to the list of locations.

To modify a location’s settings, click it in the list to open its details page. Hover over Location Name,
Description, Region, and Manager to show their edit boxes and then click inside an edit box to change
it. Click the checkmark to save the change or the X to discard it.
 

 

The Location details page also lists users assigned to the location. Edit the users by clicking the icons
in their respective rows: see details about the user, edit user details, send an email to the user, set this
location as the default for this user, and remove this user from the location.

Click Add Members to add a user to the location. In the Add Members to Location dialog box, select the
checkboxes of the desired users who are not already members of the location and click Add. If there
are many users and you know the name of the user to add, use the Search field to search for that user.
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Configuring Groups

Groups let you assign users to have various permissions within Cape Pack as explained in the group
descriptions. You can also create your own groups to categorize users as desired.

Click My Network > Groups to show the list of groups.
 

 

To remove a group, select its checkbox and click Delete Group. Cape Pack will prompt for confirmation.

To add a group, click Add Group, enter the details on the Add Group page, and click Create.
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To view details about the group, click it.
 

 

To add members to the group, click Add Members, select their checkboxes in the Add Members to
Group dialog box, and click Add.
 

 
The users appear in the group details.
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The icons in a member’s row let you see the user’s information, edit the user’s details, and send the
member an email.

To remove a member from the group, select the checkbox for that member and click Remove from
Group. Cape Pack will prompt for confirmation.

Configuring Users

Click My Network to access the Users page. It is selected by default so opens without you having to
click Users.
 

 

To remove a user, select its checkbox and click Delete User. Cape Pack will prompt for confirmation.

To add a user, click Add User, enter the details on the Add User page, and click Create. When choosing
the location for the user, Create New Location is available if you need to create a new location for this
user.
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In the Actions row for a user, you can see user details (same as clicking the user’s name), edit the user’s
details, delete the user, or send the user an e-mail.
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3.  Introduction to Cape Pack
Use Cape Pack to create new palletization solutions and generate reports about them.
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4.  Running a New Analysis
The process of palletizing your product is called an analysis. First you create an analysis, and then you
can rerun it as many times as desired with different settings.

Click New on the menu bar to start a new analysis.
 

 

Setting Visibility of the New Analysis

The visibility of the new analysis is controlled by the Visibility control above the Product Name and
Customer fields. Click it to change the visibility.
 

 
Click Private to have this solution appear in the list only for you. To make this analysis shared again,
click Private again to deselect it. To show in or hide from all locations, select or deselect All Locations.
To choose individual locations, click them in the Locations list. To reset the visibility settings to their
previous state, click Reset Visibility Settings.
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Using Default Settings

When you start a new analysis, Cape Pack uses default settings to preset some of the fields. Click the
triangle next to Default Settings to open the menu.
 

 

Click Open My Analysis Default Settings to change the current settings to your default settings.

Click Save My Analysis Default Settings to overwrite the default settings with the current settings.

User Level Setup is for reinitializing your account to the default settings for your company. Use it with
caution.
 

 
Click the checkboxes of the types of data to reset. To reset or repair only those setups that failed, use
Select All Failed. With nothing selected, you can either Reset All or Repair All, but once you use the
checkboxes, the controls change to Reset Selected and Repair Selected.

Changing the Units of Measurement

Click the triangle next to the units of measurement to change the current units of measurement.
 

 

Click the option button of the measurements to use. The change takes effect immediately, and any
fields with pertinent values in them are converted automatically.
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Choosing the Analysis Type and Setting Secondary Pack
Details

1. Choose an analysis type from the Choose Analysis Type drop-down list box.
2. Enter values in the Product Name, Product Code, Customer, and Project Name fields.
3. Set the details for the primary and/or secondary pack depending on the type of analysis you chose.

The primary pack is the packaging around the product itself. The secondary pack is the shipping
container containing the product already in its packaging.
a) Click Select From Library to choose the kind of pack to use. In the Pack Type Library window,

search for a container by entering its name in the Search field, or expand the categories on the
left to see more types of containers.
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b) Click the desired packaging to select it. To create a new shape, drag a designer-quality

Collada .ZAE file into the Create New Shape field, or specify it by clicking Select, and indicate
how many material thicknesses the design has.

c) Click Select to return to the analysis.
d) Choose the type of pack in the Pack Name drop-down list box.
e) Enter the weight and dimensions of the pack in the fields provided.
f) In the Input Settings group, choose whether the dimensions are inside or outside dimensions.
g) In the Dimensions Vertical row, choose which dimensions can be vertical, or in other words in

which directions the pack can rotate when stacked.

Changing the Color

1. Click Change Color.
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2. Click the swatch of the new color to use, or use the color picker to define a new one. You can also

type hex values in the field beneath the picker.
3. To change the color of each face, click Set Custom Colors.

 

 
Set a new color and then click the letter of the side to change. Then set another color and click
another letter, and so on.

4. To revert to the default colors, click Change to Original Colors.
5. When you are done setting the color(s), click Save to return to the analysis.

Creating Bundles

Click Bundle Input to create and manage bundles. You may have up to 8 bundles in a case.

1. Click Select from Library to select the type of packaging for the bundle around the primary pack.
2. In the Pack Type Library dialog box, choose the desired packaging and then click Select.
3. Set the fields as desired. Click the picture of the bundle and drag it to change its viewing angle.
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4. To add a bundle, click the plus sign above the list of bundles.
5. To remove a bundle, select it in the list and click the trash icon.
6. Click Save to return to the analysis.

Setting the Case Content

1. Click Case Content to define the contents of the case.
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2. None is the default choice. If you choose Product or Sheet, enter the name and quantity in the

fields provided.
3. Fill Wizard lets you choose the actual case contents.

a) Click Select From Library to choose the type of packaging in the Pack Type Library window.
 

 
You can either type the name of the desired type of packaging and click the magnifying glass to
search, or you can look through the categories in the Explore tree.

b) Once you have found the desired pack, select it and click Select to return to the Case Content
window.

c) Choose the appropriate entry in the Pack Name drop-down list box.
d) To insert a divider between the case contents, click None in Divider/Partition and select the

divider to add.
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If using a divider or partition, set its thickness in the Divider Thickness field. Change its color by
clicking Change Color.

e) In the Arrangement in Secondary Pack fields, set the number of cartons for the length, width,
and depth that fill it.

f) In the Dimension Vertical field, set the direction that goes up.
g) Turn Switch Direction on or off as desired.
h) Click Change Colors under the diagram of the contents to change the color of the items filling

the secondary pack. The Change Colors window that opens works in the same way as the one for
the secondary pack.

4. To cancel all the changes you’ve defined, click Clear Case.
5. Click OK to return to the analysis. A checkmark appears in the Case Content button to indicate there

are contents defined.

Changing More Settings

1. Click More Settings to open the More Settings window. Its contents vary based on the type of
analysis.
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2. Slack allows the case as a whole to expand, while Bulge applies to each piece.
3. Click OK to return to the analysis.

Setting Load Details

1. Click the triangle next to Load Details to open the Load Details group.
 

 
2. To choose the pallet and/or the truck type, click Select From Library. The Choose a Pallet/Truck

Base From The List window opens.
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You can either type the name of the desired pallet or truck and click the magnifying glass to search,
or you can look through the categories in the Explore tree. Once you have found the desired pallet or
truck, select it and click Select to return to setting the load details.

3. Adjust the dimensions, load limits, and overhang and underhang as desired.
4. Click Loading Patterns to choose the loading patterns to consider when running the analysis.

Select the checkboxes for the loading patterns to allow. Click OK when done.
 

 
5. Click More Settings to open the More Settings window.
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Filter Duplicate Patterns from Partial Top Layer Load list is available only when partial layers are
allowed in the loading patterns. Likewise, the Maximum Offset and Minimum Contact (%) fields area
available only when a clamp is selected. Set the values as desired and click OK.

6. You are now ready to run the analysis.

Calculating the New Solution

1. Once you have set the secondary pack and load details to your satisfaction, click Calculate.
2. Cape Pack analyzes the data and presents a solution report with many solutions for your

consideration. For cases, each solution is a case size and every case has a bundle. They are sorted
by cube eciency by default, but you can change the sort order by clicking a column header.
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3. Click Preferences to change the preferences for this list.
4. Rotate the models in the previews by clicking and dragging. To change the dimensions shown, click

the gear icon in the top right corner of the preview.
5. To change to another potential solution, either click it in the list or use the arrows beneath the

preview.
6. If you have a pallet view, change the pallet pattern using the Pattern drop-down list box.Cape Pack

lists the patterns from most to least.
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7. To view a solution in Report Builder, click View Report. This saves the solution to your list of
solutions and opens it in Report Builder. If you decide to not use this solution, you can return to the
list of solutions for this analysis by clicking the triangle next to the solution number in the list and
clicking Open Input Data.

8. To save a solution to your list, click Save Analysis/Solution. If it already exists in your list, Cape
Pack will ask if you want to save it as a new solution, overwrite the existing solution, or to cancel.
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5.  Viewing the List of Single Size Solutions in
Cape Pack

The list of single size solutions in Cape Pack has four main areas.
 

 

Area 1 shows tabs for the list(s) of solutions and any open solutions.

Area 2 contains controls that affect the list of information shown in area 3.

Area 3 is the list of available solutions. A PDF icon indicates the solution has a saved report, a 3-ball
share icon indicates you have shared the solution, and a WebCenter icon indicates you uploaded the
solution to WebCenter using Cape Pack.

Area 4 shows previews of the solution's graphics that are available for the report.

List Controls

The list controls above the list affect different aspects of the list.
 

 

Item Description

1 List of pages of solutions. Click a number to go
directly to that page, or use Previous and Next as
desired.
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Item Description

2 Search field. Enter search terms here to search
the Product Name, Product Code, Project, and
Customer Name fields in solutions.

3 Lists how many solutions are on the page and the
total number of solutions.

4 Sets the number of solutions per page.

5 Lets you choose the columns in the list.

Setting Columns in the List

To set the columns of data that appear in the list of solutions, click Set Columns in the header.
 

 

Select or deselect columns as desired. To reset the columns shown in the list to the default, click
Default.

Set the default columns on the Settings page.

Note:  SP stands for secondary pack.

Working with the List

The list of solutions is where you choose the solution for which you will then build a report.
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Change the sort order of the list by clicking a column header.

The fourth column allows you to choose which statistics to show. Click the drop-down arrow and
choose from CaseSizes(s), Area Eciency, Cube Eciency, or PP Per Load (where PP stands for
Primary Pack). If you change this column to another entry, the list keeps the previous sort setting.

Next to each entry's number in the list is a triangle that, when clicked, opens a pop-up menu for the
solution.
 

 

Click Open Solution to open a solution, Close to close a solution, Open Input Data to re-run the
analysis, and Delete to delete a solution. You may only delete solutions you uploaded.

If you have saved a PDF for this solution, an icon for it appears after the number. If you have shared this
solution, a 3-ball share icon appears. If you have uploaded this solution to WebCenter from within Cape
Pack, an icon for it appears as well.
 

 
Click the PDF icon to access its menu, where you can choose to Download Saved PDF or Email PDF
Link. You may only delete the PDF for a solution you created. Reports are saved for 90 days by default,
but you can change this on the Settings page.

You can also open a solution by double-clicking it, and close it by clicking the X in its tab.

Beneath the list are different views of the solution.
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6.  Rerunning an Analysis
1. Click Rerun on the menu bar. A list of saved solutions appears.

 

 
2. Double-click the solution to reanalyze. It appears as a new analysis.
3. Change the values as desired and click Calculate.
4. Proceed as if this were a new analysis - choose the desired solution and either view its report or

save it, and so forth.

Note:  You can only rerun solutions created in the online version of Cape Pack; solutions you
uploaded from the desktop in previous versions are not rerunnable.
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7.  Generating a Report
When you open a solution, you go to the Report Builder page.
 

 

If you want to make any changes to the solution before generating a report, the recommended
workflow is:
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1. Layer Editor
2. Format Load
3. Truck Analysis

All of these are covered more in later sections of this document.

There are six steps to generating a report.

1. Select a template by clicking the one you want to use if you do not want to use the default one.
2. Select the graphics layout by clicking the one you want to use.
3. Choose the graphics on the report. Click and drag the graphics into the windows on the report if you

do not like the default placement.
4. Set the units for the report, either Imperial or Metric, and set the language for the report. You may

also choose a predefined Load Format from the Format Load Profile drop-down list. If you want to
change the appearance of the load, click Utility > Format Load at the top of the page.

5. Change the view of the graphics, if desired, by choosing a different view by clicking the pencil and
then either Corner View, Top View, Bottom View, or Side Views.

• For pallet loads, you can also choose Multi-Stack and then set the number of pallets high.

• For cases, you can also choose Show Content, Lift Cover, or Open Flaps.

• Rotate the view manually by dragging it with the mouse.

• Reorder the windows on the report by clicking the axes icon and dragging the window to another
position in the layout.

• Zoom in or out by using the scroll wheel on the mouse.
• Download a window's view by clicking the download icon in the top right corner of the window.

6. Once you have the report generated to your liking, you can save it, share it, or upload it to
WebCenter as described in the following sections.

7. To change the header text, click Update Analysis Header.

Editing Layers

Once you’ve opened a solution, use Layer Editor on the Utility tab to change the arrangement, position,
or spacing of boxes in the layers.
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Note:

Layer Editor is not available for cylinders laid on their sides. It is also not available for loads of
recessed cylinders and trapezoids as each column is one object and thus one layer.

Using Edit Pattern

Click Edit Pattern to activate it.
 

 

The light brown area represents the area of the pallet plus the overhang.

Once the pane is active, select a container by clicking inside it. To select more than one container at a
time, hold down SHIFT as you click.

The tools along the bottom of the pane allow you to different things. On the left side:

• Move lets you drag the current selection to a new position where there is room. Note that there is
no snap.

• Copy copies the current selection and stacks the copies above the originals.
• Delete deletes the current selection.
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• Rotate Right rotates the current selection by 90 degrees clockwise.
• Rotate Left rotates the current selection by 90 degrees counterclockwise.
• Lift and Move lifts up the selection so you can move it out of the way and put something beneath it.

It will return to the same plane as the layer when you move it to where there is space for it to drop.

On the right side:

• Expand Overhang opens the Expand Overhang dialog box where you can increase the length of the
overhang (to the right) and the width of the overhang (upward).
 

 
Enter the increase in the fields. They are additional increases, not cumulative. Click OK when done.

• Center pattern and remove spaces in pattern moves the pattern to the center of the overhang and
removes gaps between the containers.

• Center pattern only moves the pattern to the center of the overhang but leaves gaps intact.

Note:

When you click Save Changes, Cape Pack centers the load and removes excess overhang.

The preview pane updates in real time as you make changes.

To make changes to the layer order and orientation, click Manage Layers.

Click Save Changes to save changes to the layer, and then click Report Builder to return to Report
Builder.

Using Manage Layers

Click Manage Layers to make changes to the layer order or orientation.
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The layers are listed in top-down order.

To flip layers, select their checkboxes and then choose a new direction from the Flip Directions drop-
down list box. Choosing None resets the selected layers to their original orientation.

Note:

The checkboxes only affect flipping, not any of the tools along the bottom of the pane.

The controls along the bottom left of the pane are:

• New opens the Create New Layer dialog box. Choose the pattern to use (one has spaces and the
other does not), choose the layer creation method, and then click OK to return to Layer Editor. If
you created a new pattern, you can edit that pattern in Edit Pattern and subsequent creation of new
layers using that pattern will remember your changes.
 

 
• Copy copies the highlighted layer and adds the copy to the top of the stack.
• Move Up and Move Down move the highlighted layer accordingly.
• Delete deletes the highlighted layer.

Note:

These controls are unavailable when working with a recessed cone or recessed trapezoid load
as it is considered one layer.

The preview pane updates in real time as you make changes.

To make changes to the layer pattern, click Edit Pattern.

Click Save Changes to save changes to the layer, and then click Report Builder to return to Report
Builder.

Changing the Load Format

Use the options on the Format Load screen (Utility > Format Load) to change the appearance of the
pallet load. You can do things like adding separators, shrouds, strapping, and shrink wrap, or changing
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the layout of the load. You can alter the appearance of the layers in the load using Layer Actions, or you
can add things to the entire load using Additions.
 

 

You can choose a predefined Load Format from the Format Load Profiles drop-down list box.

Note:

Layers are numbered from the bottom of the load to the top of the load.

Using Layer Actions

On the Format Load screen, Layer Actions change the way Cape Pack arranges the layers as a whole or
the items within the layers.

1. Choose the desired Layer Action, Column Stack, Alternate Layers, Flip Layers or Spread /
Unspread.
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2. Select the checkbox of each layer to change.

 

 
3. Set the parameters as desired.

 

 
4. Click Apply. Cape Pack performs the action.

If any of the dimensions of the load exceed limits after the change, Cape Pack shows them in red.
 

 

Using Additions

On the Format Load screen, Additions lets you enhance the load with additional parts and treatments.
Some of the things you can do or add are:

• Insert Pallet Base
• Pallet Base Cap
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• Layer Pads
• Layer Trays
• Top Board
• Top Caps
• Picture Frame
• Horizontal Corner Posts
• Vertical Corner Posts
• Horizontal Straps
• Vertical Straps
• Shroud
• Stretch Wrap

If you added these things to the solution in Cape Pack before uploading it to the cloud, Cape Pack
recognizes them and displays them here.

Some of these additions have profiles you can configure in The gear icon > Databases > Format Load
Settings.

1. Choose the desired addition from the list.

Note:

You can put a top cap on any layer. Picture frames and boards always go on the top. You may
insert a pallet base under any layer.

2. Some of the additions have profiles (already configured settings) that you can use. To use a profile,
select it from the drop-down list and the predefined settings will appear in the fields.

3. If you don’t want to use a profile, or the addition doesn’t have any, set the parameters for the
addition as desired. An asterisk indicates a required setting. Sometimes you have to select at least
one layer for the addition before its parameters are visible.
 

 
4. Click Apply to make the addition. To remove an existing addition, click Remove.

If any of the dimensions of the load exceed limits after the change, Cape Pack shows them in red.
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Clearing All Load Formatting

To clear all load formatting:

1. Open the solution and click Format Load.
2. Click Clear Format Load.
3. Cape Pack prompts you for confirmation and removes all the load formatting.

Filling the Master Pallet Base

To arrange smaller pallets on a larger pallet, click Fill Master Pallet Base on the Utility tab in Report
Builder.

1. Click Select from Library, choose the master pallet, and click Select.
2. Set the overhang, underhang, and weight as desired.
3. Click Fill Master Pallet Base.

 

 
4. If you are satisfied with this arrangement, click Apply Master Pallet Load to save it to the analysis.

If not, repeat the process with a different pallet.
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Generating a Truck Analysis

To generate a truck analysis for the current solution, do the following:

1. Click Utility > Truck Analysis.
 

 
2. The truck analysis uses default settings. To overwrite the default settings with changes you have

made in this session, click the triangle next to Default Settings and then click Save My Analysis
Default Settings. To replace the settings you have changed with the default settings, click the
triangle next to Default Settings and then click Open My Analysis Default Settings.

3. Set the options for the analysis:
a) Select the desired truck from the drop-down list.
b) Set the maximum load weight and height.
c) Choose the Product Loading Direction.
d) Choose the desired loading patterns.
e) Choose to allow a partial top layer or not.
f) Set the Partial Top Layer Gap end.

4. Select an analysis to see a preview.
5. To navigate the list of analyses, either scroll or use the arrows.
6. Click Calculate to calculate the analyses.
7. Click Save Truck Load to save the selected analysis to Report Builder. It remembers it for this

session; the next time you do a Truck Analysis, it recalculates all of them based on the defaults.
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Changing Text on the Report

Default user text is set on the General Settings page dialog box by clicking Settings on the menu bar.

1. Open a solution and click the Report Builder tab.
2. Scroll down to the User Text area beneath the graphics.
3. Click the pencil icon at the top right of the User Text area.

 

 
4. Make the desired changes in the dialog box and click Update. Cape Pack changes the text.

 

 

Note:

To make these changes the default without having to go to the Settings page, click Save as
Default.

To change the header text, click Update Analysis Header.
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Sharing and Saving the Report as a PDF

Share a PDF of the report by clicking Share Report, and then choosing to either Print or Download PDF
and proceed as prompted by your browser

Shown below is a downloaded report open in Adobe Acrobat Reader.
 

 

To save a PDF of the report for future use, click Save Current Report As PDF.

If you open the solution later and create a new preview, the program remembers all the settings from
this preview except for the rotation of the models in the preview windows that you changed with the
mouse.

Uploading a Solution to WebCenter

You can upload a solution to WebCenter for use by other Cape Pack users.

1. While on the Report Builder tab of the solution, click Upload Solution to WebCenter.
2. In the WebCenter Login dialog box, enter the address of the WebCenter server, your login

credentials, and click Login.
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3. Navigate to the desired Project and folder, enter a name in the Cape Document Name field, and

click Upload.
 

 
4. Cape Pack uploads the document to WebCenter.
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8.  Managing Saved Reports
Once you have saved a report preview online as a PDF, there are a few things you can do with it.

While you have the solution open, click Share Saved Report to access a context menu. This control
only appears after you have saved a PDF.
 

 

Or click the PDF icon in the list of solutions.
 

 

You can only delete the saved PDF if you created it.

Reports are saved for 90 days by default, but you can change this on the Settings page.
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9.  Corrugated Compression Strength
The Strength Program allows you to evaluate the effects of a number of loading parameters and
environmental conditions on the predicted individual case compression strength and on the resulting
stacking height of a pallet load.

This program and the McKee formula relate to a standard Regular Slotted Container (top loading) case
style.

The Case Compression Strength program uses McKee Formula for calculating initial case compression
strength. As input to the calculations.

Imperial McKee Formula
The Imperial McKee formula requires the combined board Edge Crush Test (ECT), Caliper (CAL) and
Case Perimeter (PER) information.

Compression Strength = 5.874 * ECT * CAL0.508 * PER 0.492

Metric McKee Formula
As input to the calculations, the Metric McKee formula requires the combined board Edge Crush Test
(ECT) in kN/m, Caliper (CAL) in mm and Case Perimeter (PER) in cm.

The Metric McKee formula is expressed as:

Compression Strength = 1.82 x ECT x 1.0194 x CAL0.508 x PER0.492

For more information on the McKee formula, please refer to the August 1963 issue of Paperboard
Packaging,Compression Strength Formula for Corrugated Boxes by R. C. McKee, J. W. Gander, and J.
R. Wachuta published by The Institute of Paper Chemistry, Appleton, Wisconsin, USA. Also reprinted
in Chapter 11, Compression Strength Formula for Corrugated Board, Performance and Evaluation of
Shipping Containers, George C. Maltenfort, copyright 1989.

For questions concerning compression strength of corrugated cases, two very good sources of
information are Performance and Evaluation of Shipping Containers by George C. Maltenfort, Jelmar
Publishing Company, Inc., 1989, and Corrugated Shipping Containers, An Engineering Approach by
George C. Maltenfort, Jelmar Publishing Company, Inc., 1988.

Accessing the Compression Strength Program

The Compression Strength program uses the data in solutions you have created in Cape Pack. From
the database screen, double-click on any solution to open the Report Builder screen.
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From this screen, when you click on the Compression Strength tab on the right side of the screen,
Strength will open.

Navigating the Strength Program

There are two parts of the Cloud Strength program. The database and the actual program. Before
you run a Strength analysis, you should modify your database to fit your environment and also adjust
your board grades. The edge crush values and calipers provided within the board grade combination
databases are provided for demonstration purposes only. You should create your own board grade
information to use within the program.

So let’s begin with the database.

Strength Database

The Compression Strength Database consists of nine separate components that all provide direct
input for the program’s calculations. The base set of data is called the Master Database and there are
two versions: Metric and Imperial. We will show the imperial version through the documentation.

To access the database, click Databases > Strength.
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Manage Databases

In addition to the Master Database, you can create as many supplemental or custom databases as you
wish. You do this on the Manage Database screen.

Creating New Databases
To create a new custom database:

1. Click on the plus sign above the listing.
 

 
2. Fill in the Name and Description and click on the Save button.
3. A new custom database will be created including all the data in the master database. A complete

copy.
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Editing Databases
To edit a database, select it and click Edit.
 

 

Deleting Databases
To delete a database, select it and click Remove.

Default Database
To choose a default database, click on the selector in the Default Database column. You can choose a
database as your default but still opt for another database when you calculate your results.
 

 

Resetting Databases
The Reset button is used to reset supplemental databases back to the Master Database set.
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You can also use the Reset button to undo any changes you have made to the Master Database before
saving it.

Storage Environment Database

The Storage Environment Database contains all of the environmental factors used in the predicted
compression calculations and the respective values that are to be used when factoring (multiplying
by) the initial calculated compression value. For example, if you choose a humidity of 90% and the
respective factor value is .50, the initially calculated compression strength will be multiplied by .50 (or
reduced by 50%) prior to displaying the predicted compression strength.

Once you select a series of environmental factors that will affect the estimated compression strength
of the case, the program will use the corresponding numbered value for each of the environmental
factors in the compression strength calculations.
 

 

Once you have set the factors within your database to match the theoretical conditions to which your
corrugated cases will be subjected, it can be used within the initial calculations to replicate your own
distribution environment. This will allow you to fine tune your corrugated requirements. Thus, you can
ensure that you are only purchasing the strength of corrugated cases that you actually need.

Data Input Fields
The following data fields are included in the Storage Environment Database.

Average Relative Humidity A factor for each Relative Humidity range listed.

Days of Storage A value for each range of days listed.

Case Orientation A value for whichever panel of the corrugated case will be placed flat
on the pallet.

Pallet Surface A factor reflecting use of a gapped or solid surface on which the
corrugated case will be placed.
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Stacked/Interlocked A factor to be used depending on whether or not you choose to rotate/
alternate layers in the load. This especially impacts the second layer of
cases from the bottom of the load.

Pallet Overhang Factors A value for each range of overhang listed. This is calculated for the
maximum overhang on any one of the four pallet sides.

After modifying any of the factors for your database, click on Save. The factors on this screen will be
saved to only the database shown at the top of the screen.

Case Configuration Factors Database

The Case Configuration factors Database contains all of the case design factors along with their
respective values which are used when factoring (multiplying by) the initial calculated compression
value. For example, after the strength of a case is computed, that result may be increased or
decreased based on how much printing is on the carton, which partition is being used or even what
type of case you use. By taking these factors into consideration, the software gives a more “real world”
result.
 

 

Once you have set the factors within the database to match the type of container you are evaluating,
you can predict the required compression strength for a variety of different corrugated box styles and
manufacturing methods.

Data Input Fields
The following data fields are included in the Case Configuration Factors Database.

Case Proportions A value used to reflect how your box would perform in relation to the panel
dimensions. This also works in conjunction with Case Orientation if a tall
narrow case is placed on its end.
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Amount/Type of
Printing

A value for different amounts of printing.

Case Types A value for different corrugated case styles. You can add as many case types
as you wish. The factor is a multiplying factor compared to the strength of
an RSC. For example, if a case type is 50% stronger than the RSC, then the
factor for that case would be 1.5.

Divider/Partition Type A value for the additional compression strength added to the case as a
percentage of the case compression strength. See the Pack Types and
Divider Styles chapter for further information.

Fluting Direction A value for the direction of fluting.

After modifying any of the factors for your database, click on Save. The factors on this screen will be
saved to only the database shown at the top of the screen.

Default Environmental Factors

The Compression Strength program consists of lots of factors that feed into the calculations. Rather
than having to set those factors individually every time you run Strength, you can setup defaults for all
the values that will be used. You can still change those factors for an individual analysis as needed. You
set the defaults on the Default Environmental Factors screen.
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Material Factors Database

The Material Factors Database contains all of the Liner, Medium, take up and eciency factors that are
used to calculate the combined board edge crush value, from either the ring crush or STFI formulas.
For each liner and medium, you can enter a ring crush and/or STFI value and caliper. For take up
factors, you can enter any flute type with the corresponding take up factor. For eciency factors you
can enter any value for boards up to 200-pound burst (14 kilo).

Note:

Before you can enter new Single or Double Wall board grades, you must make sure that their
Liners and Mediums are in the Material Factors database.

 

 

Once entered, these factors are run through the formula on the formulae tab screen and the resulting
edge crush value is entered in the appropriate field in the Single Wall or Double Wall database.

Data Input Fields
The following data fields are included in the Material Factors Database.

Liner Materials As a description of the liner being defined, you can enter up to
three numbers and two letters in the description field. Using
the letter sux you can distinguish between two liners of
the same basis weight, but different characteristics and ring
crush or STFI values.

Matl (Material) Enter the basis weight (lbs/msf) of the liner material to be
used in a finished board in either the Single Wall or Double
Wall database.

RC (Ring Crush) Enter the Ring Crush value for the liner.

STFI (STFI) Enter the STFI value for the liner.
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Medium
Materials

As a description of the medium being defined, you can
enter up to three numbers and two letters in the description
field. Using the letter sux you can distinguish between
two mediums of the same basis weight, but different
characteristics and ring crush or STFI values.

Matl (Material) Enter the basis weight (lbs/msf) of the medium material to
be used in a finished board in either the Single Wall or Double
Wall database.

RC (Ring Crush) Enter the Ring Crush value for the medium.

STFI (STFI) Enter the STFI value for the medium.

Take Up Factors The Take Up Factor is the conversion value from a flat sheet
of paper to a fluted sheet of paper for the corresponding flute
type.

Flutes Enter the flute type.

Factor Enter the take up factor for the flute.

Caliper Enter the caliper of the flute.

Eciency
Factors

For take up factors, you can enter any flute type with the
corresponding take up factor. For eciency factors you can
enter any value for boards up to 200-pound burst (14 kilo).

Adding Material Factors
To add materials to the list, click on the appropriate plus sign button.

Enter the appropriate values and click on Save. Your list will automatically be updated.

When you add a Material Factor it will automatically be saved to the Master Database as well as
whatever database you are currently working in.

You cannot delete materials, but you can change them.

Modifying Material Factor Information
To modify a liner or medium, select it and click Edit.

The material information will appear in a new window for you to edit.
 

 

Make your changes to existing entries and click on Save.
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When you edit the Ring Crush or STFI values of existing materials and click on Save, the Edge Crush of
any boards in your database that use these materials will automatically be updated.

Board Grade Databases

The Single Wall, Double Wall and Triple Wall features let you build databases of board grade
combinations along with their respective descriptions, flute types, caliper and edge crush values.

When calculating initial case compression results, the Edge Crush and Caliper values from the
database are used as direct input into the McKee formula. This value is then multiplied by any of the
Storage Environment and Case Configuration factors you have selected:
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Data Fields
The following fields are included in the Single Wall and Double Wall Materials Databases.
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Test The Mullen Burst Test value for the board grade. The database combinations
are ranked by this value.

Liner/Medium/Liner The Basis Weight of the paper used for each liner and the medium.

Description A description identifying each board grade (up to 35 characters may be used).

Flute Enter A, B, C or E to identify the flute type of each particular board.

Edge Crush Enter the known (or estimated) Edge Crush value for each board combination
which will be used as input into the McKee formula and run through the
Compression calculations. The program allows for three different types of
Edge Crush values: Ring Crush, STFI and Custom. The Ring Crush and STFI
values are derived from their respective testing procedures. Both tests involve
the testing of individual samples of paper, but differ slightly in sample size
and testing method. When the results from these tests are entered into their
respective Edge Crush formulas, the resulting values are used to predict the
finished combined board compression strength. The Custom value is normally
obtained from testing a sample of the board.

Ring Crush (RC) Automatically calculated from Ring Crush values in the Material Factor
Database.

STFI (STFI) Automatically calculated from STFI values in the Material Factor Database.

Custom (Cstm) Manually entered by the user.

Caliper The caliper (thickness) of the board grade, in inches. This value goes directly
into the McKee formula for compression calculations.

Changing Board Information
To modify a field, select it and click Edit.
 

 

Change any information you want in the fields provided and click on Save.
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Adding Board Grades
To add a board, click Add.

Type in all the information for the board and click on Save.

Adding boards will add to the Master Database in addition to whatever custom database you are in at
the time.

Deleting Board Grades
To delete a board from the database, select the row by clicking anywhere on the row. Click Remove.

If you delete a board from the Master database it will be deleted from any other database where it
exists.

Using a Custom Formula

You can substitute your own data into the McKee Formula thereby creating your own custom formula.

Click Formulae to see the formulas and also modify your custom formula.
 

 

From the screen that follows, click on the pencil button in the Edit Your Customs Formulae section. The
following Custom Formula Entry screen appears.
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Adjust the various fields to suit your own formula and click on Save. Your new formula will appear in the
Custom section.

Establishing Safety Factors

Safety factors are a multiple of the weight on the bottom case applied to either Base, Production or
Life Cycle Strength.

For example, if you have a weight on the bottom case of 200 pounds, and you apply a safety factor of 2
based on Base Strength, the only cases that would be displayed were those that had a Base strength of
at least 400 pounds. Safety factor of 2 X 200 required pounds.

Safety factors are turned on and off and set as default in the Database on the Environmental Factors
screen.
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Determining Strength for a Cape Pack Solution

The program can calculate the strength of a load designed in Build a Pallet and Create a Case. The
program cannot reliably calculate the strength of a mixed load or of a load that uses trays rather than
cases.
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The top portion of the screen includes basic data about your solution and weight information.

The bottom portion of the screen includes Environmental Factors and your Calculated Results.

Strength of the solution will be automatically calculated for you based on the default Environmental
Factors set in your database.

You can modify any of the environmental factors you wish and then recalculate by clicking Calculate.

Your new results will be displayed.

Environmental Factors Data Fields

 

 

The following data fields are included.

Humidity Level The maximum humidity your product will be subjected to through its
shipping cycle (0-100%). Bear in mind that once humidity adversely
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affects corrugated, lowering the humidity will not repair the damage
incurred under loading.

Days in Storage The length of time the corrugated will be subjected to the specified
conditions (0-999). As an alternative, this can also be used to find the
proper board grade needed to survive a given number of days in storage.

Internal Support Enter (in lb.) the amount of additional support your product adds to the
calculated corrugated case compression strength (0-9999). With this
value at 0, only the strength of the case is calculated. Any other value will
add the entered value to the calculated compression strength prior to
displaying the final value on the Solution Report. If you do not know this
value and cannot estimate a value, use a straight percentage of the case
total. It is entirely possible that if you have a rigid or solid product this
value could be more than the actual case compression strength value.

Pallet Stack Height The number of pallets stacked one on top of another, for compression
calculations.

No Partition No divider or partition is being used I the case.

Partition Type From the list of available partition types (which all add support to the
case) choose the type that most closely represents the one you use. If
there is not an exact match, choose a style that uses a bigger or smaller
factor, or change any factor to meet your own needs.

Custom Partition A special calculator that allows you to enter the number of lengths
and widths of divider in the case. The program will calculate the total
amount of linear inches of divider you will have and then it calculates the
strength of the divider using the McKee formula.

Partition Material If the partition is made up of a material different than that of the case,
select the material that most closely matches your partition material.

Case Type Choose the case type that most closely matches your case type.

Amount of Printing Choose the amount of printing that most closely matches your case.

Solution Mode Specify the method of calculating the Edge Crush for the boards in the
Single Wall and Double Wall databases.

Interlock of Load Layers Click on this box if you are alternating the pattern arrangement for layers
(or if at least the second layer from the bottom of the load).

Horizontal Fluting Check this box if your case is made with horizontal fluting.

Gapped or Solid Pallet If there are any gaps in the pallet surface, click on this field. You can
then fine-tune the Gapped Input Factor in the Environmental Factors
Database to reflect the amount of gap in your pallet surface relative to
the panel lengths of the case you are evaluating.

Production Factor You can apply a percentage of deduction to the strength of your case
based on equipment or processes used in constructing the box. The
Production factor is applied to the Production Strength calculations.

Safety Margin You can apply a minimum Safety Margin as a filter for your results. This
is applied to the results in the Life Cycle Strength. If you check this box,
the Safety Margin is applied. If you enter a minimum value of 0, then only
successful boards will be displayed.
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Seasonal Strength A degradation factor applied when seasonal conditions adversely affect
the cases. For example, increased humidity. This factor is applied to the
Life Cycle Strength but appears in an extra Seasonal Factor column.

Change any of the environmental factors needed and recalculate by clicking Calculate.
 

 

Results

The compression results are displayed to the right of the Environmental factors and include
descriptive information about the boards displayed as well as strength information on the boards.
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The new information calculated from your input data is as follows.

Safety Factor This column added only if a Safety Factor has been selected on the Parameters
tab.

Base Strength The case compression strength (lbs.) calculated as if the case were brand new
or in a laboratory test environment at optimum conditions. It is derived from the
McKee formula value multiplied by factors for flute direction, case position, case
proportions and case type.

Production
Strength

The Base Strength plus the printing, divider/partition, and Production factors.

Life Cycle
Strength

Compression Strength of the case remaining after all of the factors have been
applied (i.e., days in storage, humidity, etc.). This number should be compared to
the weight on the bottom case.

Loads High This figure represents the number of loads high you can stack this case under
the environmental conditions you requested. It is determined using the Life Cycle
Strength of the case.

Safety Margin The Safety Margin expresses a percentage of the effectiveness of this board
compared to the required strength (weight on the bottom case). A positive
percentage means that there is strength in excess of requirements (i.e., 33%
means the board is 33% stronger than you need), and a negative number means
you are lacking in required strength (-33% means that the board is lacking 33%
of the required board strength). This gives you an accurate assessment of each
board and a much better way to compare different boards than just using Loads
High or straight Life Cycle Strength.

Seasonal Strength Seasonal Strength is Life Cycle Strength less the Seasonal Strength factor.

Saving Your Results

Once you have all the environmental factors set the way you want them, you can create your report.
You can select the board grades you wish to see in the report by checking the selector box next to the
board. Or you can deselect all of them at once and then just choose the ones you want to see.
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You can sort your report by any column you choose by clicking on the title of the column. The default
sort is by Life Cycle Strength.

You can also choose to turn off any of the columns you don’t want to see in the database option on the
Default Environmental Factors tab.
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10.  Deleting a Solution
You may only delete a solution you have created.

1. In the list of solutions, click the triangle next to the number of the solution you want to delete to
access its menu.
 

 
2. Click Delete on the menu.
3. Cape Pack asks you to confirm the deletion. Click Delete.

 

 
4. Cape Pack deletes the solution.
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11.  Changing Program Settings
To change how Cape Pack operates for all users at your company, click the gear icon on the menu bar,
and then click Settings.
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You can change the language, specific report settings, the default data template and graphics layout,
and various formatting options. To change the default data template or the default graphics layout,
click the arrows beneath each to choose a different selection.

Change the settings as desired and click Apply, and then click Update to confirm the changes.
Changes take effect the next time each user logs in.

Defining Format Load Profiles

To start defining Format Load profiles (a group of individual profiles for layer actions and additions):

1. Open a solution and make any desired changes on the Format Load tab.
2. Click the Format Load Profiles drop-down list box.
3. Click inside the Save As New Format Load Profile field.
4. Type a name for the new profile.

 

 
5. Click the plus sign ( + ). Cape Pack saves the Format Load Profile.

Working with Format Load Profiles

If you apply a Format Load Profile to a solution and then change it on the Format Load tab, Cape Pack
will tell you that it has changed. You can then update the Format Load Profile by clicking Update <name
of the profile>, or you can save it as a new name by entering the new name in the Save As New Format
Load Profile field and clicking the plus sign ( + ).

To delete a Format Load Profile, click the Format Load Profiles drop-down list box, hover over the name
of the profile to delete, and click the trash can icon. Cape Pack will ask you to confirm the deletion so
click OK.
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12.  Working with Databases

Managing Pallet Base Styles

1. Click Databases > Pallet Base Styles.
 

 
2. In the Modifying For drop-down list box, choose the scope of the changes to make for visibility of

pallet styles. You can either choose for yourself or for different locations. You can search for people
or locations by entering them in the Search field and clicking the magnifying glass.
 

 
3. To change the visibility of a pallet for the location or user, select or clear its checkbox. You can use

Include All and Exclude All to quickly toggle the selection. When you have finished setting visibility,
click Apply.

4. To add an entry, click Add and enter the desired values for the fields. To base this new pallet style
on another, choose it from the Load Existing Pallet Style drop-down list box. Click Save when done.
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5. To change an entry, select it in the list, click Edit, change the values as desired, and click Save.
6. To delete an entry, select it in the list, click Remove, and click Delete to confirm the deletion.

Managing Truck Base Styles

1. Click Databases > Truck Base Styles.
 

 
2. In the Modifying For drop-down list box, choose the scope of the changes to make for visibility of

truck styles. You can either choose for yourself or for different locations. You can search for people
or locations by entering them in the Search field and clicking the magnifying glass.
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3. To change the visibility of a truck for the location or user, select or clear its checkbox. You can use

Include All and Exclude All to quickly toggle the selection. When you have finished setting visibility,
click Apply.

4. To add an entry, click Add and enter the desired values for the fields. To base this new truck style on
another, choose it from the Load Existing Truck Style drop-down list box. Click Save when done.
 

 
5. To change an entry, select it in the list, click Edit, change the values as desired, and click Save.
6. To delete an entry, select it in the list, click Remove, and click Delete to confirm the deletion.

Managing Pack Names

1. Click Databases > Pack Names.
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2. In the Modifying For drop-down list box, choose the scope of the changes to make for visibility of

pack names. You can either choose for yourself or for different locations. You can search for people
or locations by entering them in the Search field and clicking the magnifying glass.
 

 
3. To change the visibility of a pack name for the location or user, select or clear its checkbox. You

can use Include All and Exclude All to quickly toggle the selection. When you have finished setting
visibility, click Apply.

4. To add an entry, click Add and enter a name for the pack style. To include it in the list, click Include
In List.
 

 
5. To change an entry, select it in the list, click Edit, change the values as desired, and click Save.
6. To delete an entry, select it in the list, click Remove, and click Delete to confirm the deletion.
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Defining Format Load Settings

To define a new format load profile:

1. Click Databases and then open the Format Load branch of the tree.
 

 
2. Select the desired category in the tree. Cape Pack shows the existing profiles for that addition.

 

 
3. Click the measurement system from the drop-down list. Metric and Imperial have separate profiles.
4. Click Add to add a new profile.
5. Enter the parameters for the profile and click Save. Clicking the color opens the standard color-

picking page.
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6. The new profile appears in the table. Continue adding profiles as desired.

 

 

Changing Individual Format Load Profiles

To change a format load profile:

1. Click Databases and then open the Format Load branch of the tree.
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2. Select the desired category in the tree. Cape Pack shows the existing profiles for that addition.
3. Click the measurement system from the drop-down list. Metric and Imperial have separate profiles.
4. Select the desired format load profile in the table of profiles.
5. Click Edit and change the fields as desired. Click Save when done.
6. To delete the profile, click Remove. Cape Pack will ask you to confirm the deletion. Click Delete to

perform the deletion.
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